TECHNICAL SUPPORT BRANCH
NAVIGATION BULLETIN NO. 14-59
NOTICE TO NAVIGATION INTERESTS:

MOBILE BAY, ALABAMA

Notice is given to mariners that ExxonMobil will be repairing sections of underwater pipeline approximately 200 feet west of the Mobile Bay Channel near buoy 23. Work is expected to begin December 13th and last approximately 6 weeks. Operations will be performed aboard the lift boat “TOBIE EYMARD” and will involve underwater divers at various times. The boat can be contacted on VHF Channel 13 and at 985-664-4011. Please contact the lift boat for passing arrangements and to check on the status of underwater divers.

Mariners should exercise extreme caution when transiting these areas.

For further information please contact Mike Middleton of ExxonMobil at 479-253-3847.

STEPHEN BEAMS
Acting Chief, Navigation Section